A cardholder is required to purchase products from an AbilityOne participating nonprofit agency when those products are on the AbilityOne Procurement List. (Ref FAR Subpart 8.7)

To help facilitate those purchases, **GSA has asked that the awarded e-marketplace platforms offer AbilityOne products in such a way that they are readily available and easily identifiable to the purchaser.**

**Features and Capabilities**

- Expanded product offering due to new partnerships with AbilityOne distributors
- AbilityOne products marked as preferred
- "AbilityOne" filters to quickly find available products
- Products highlighted with the AbilityOne logo
- Ability for buyers to locate AbilityOne items through a single storefront, company list or similar feature

For questions on AbilityOne features and capabilities, email the GSA Commercial Platforms team at **section846@gsa.gov**.
AbilityOne Features and Capabilities

Ability to identify AbilityOne items through “Preferred by your Organization” status, when doing product searches.

All participating agencies have AbilityOne items loaded as Preferred.

www.amazonbusiness.com

Identify products through an AbilityOne filter, when doing product searches. The AbilityOne logo is included on products.

Fisher Scientific aims to scrub the platform of known ‘Essentially the Same’ AbilityOne products.

www.fishersci.com

Identify products through an AbilityOne filter, when doing products searches. The AbilityOne logo is included on products.

Overstock Government aims to scrub the platform of known ‘Essentially the Same’ AbilityOne products.

www.overstockgovernment.com

Note: The features and capabilities outlined on the following pages pertain to those agencies and users participating and purchasing within the Commercial Platforms proof of concept.
Amazon Business presents AbilityOne items as “preferred” at the top of the search results.

NOTE: AbilityOne items are marked as preferred on the Amazon Business platform for agencies participating in the Commercial Platforms proof of concept.

Steps to identify AbilityOne products:

1. **Search**: Type the name of the item or the category of the item and press Enter.

2. **Review** the search results that are automatically sorted by preferred status (e.g. AbilityOne)
Identifying AbilityOne items in Fisher Scientific

**Fisher Scientific** provides search filters to limit the search results to only AbilityOne products.

**Steps to find AbilityOne products:**

1. **Search:** Type the name of the item or the category of the item and press Enter.

2. **Select:** AbilityOne within Preferred Product filter

   Alternatively, type “AbilityOne” or “Skilcraft” to get all AbilityOne products.

   In search, only AbilityOne items will display. *Note the AbilityOne Logo in the details of the item description.*

Fisher Scientific aims to scrub the platform of known ‘Essentially the Same’ AbilityOne products.
Identifying AbilityOne items in Overstock Gov

**Overstock Gov** provides search filters to limit the search results to only AbilityOne products.

**Steps to find AbilityOne products:**

1. **Search**: Type the name of the item or the category of the item and press Enter.

2. **Select**: AbilityOne within Vendor Credentials filter

   Alternatively, type “AbilityOne” or “Skilcraft” to return all AbilityOne products.

In search, only AbilityOne items will display. **Note the AbilityOne logo below each item listing.**

Overstock Gov aims to scrub the platform of known ‘Essentially the Same’ AbilityOne products.